Correlation of gp140trk expression and NGF-induced neuroblast chemotaxis in the embryonic rat spinal cord.
During rat embryogenesis, fibers containing nerve growth factor (NGF) are present near the target destinations of migratory spinal neuroblasts, suggesting that diffusible gradients of NGF provide signals to newly generated neurons in the developing cord. In vitro, pM concentrations of NGF induce neuroblast chemotaxis (directed migration along a chemical gradient), indicating evoked motility is mediated by high-affinity receptors. Binding of 125I-labelled NGF to fetal cord cells provides additional evidence that rat spinal neuroblasts express the high-affinity receptors; however, their presence has not been directly demonstrated. In the present study, we used immunocytochemistry to show that the high-affinity NGF receptor protein, gp140trk (trk) is detectable in embryonic spinal tissue sections and in cord dissociates. Correlation of trk expression with NGF-induced chemotaxis revealed that both the receptor protein expression and functional responses to NGF develop along a ventro-dorsal gradient that parallels the in vivo pattern of neurogenesis and migration. Analysis of the temporal changes in trk immunoreactivity demonstrated that expression of gp140trk is bimodal, possibly reflecting multiple effects of NGF during development. Chemotaxis to NGF was blocked by nM concentrations of the kinase inhibitor, K252a, suggesting that NGF stimulates motility via high-affinity receptors coupled to kinase activity. Elevated 3',5'-cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) also attenuated NGF-induced chemotaxis, presenting preliminary evidence that protein kinase A (PKA) may regulate motility responses to NGF.